
As established hospitality operators, we have always considered the safety of our staff and customers to be of the 
upmost importance. Health and hygiene are front and centre within the Industry, and never has this been more 
important than in the midst of our current Coronavirus pandemic. On re-opening, our philosophy is to endeavour 
to work tirelessly behind the scenes to ensure the satisfaction and the enjoyment extracted from your Mommi 
experience is at it’s absolute max. Our aim – for you to feel as safe and secure as possible, in an atmosphere as close 
to normality as can be.

The government guidance identifies that contagion risks (already low within hospitality as a whole) are best 
diminished with the use of:diminished with the use of:
1)  Social distancing (including but not limited to) one way routes, mask adoption on entering/exiting and moving 
throughout the venue, set seating distance, full table service, app based ordering, capacity limitations and restricted 
trading hours. Additionally - management of bubbles/inter-household mixing
2)  Enhanced hygiene. Access to - for our guests and management of - for our staff
3)  Site specific risk assessments and implementation thereof
4) Staff training and health management
5)5) Track and trace enforcement - details of one representative per arriving party via our in-house reservations 
system
We have spent the time while closed focused on the development of a Covid-safe standard of operation that 
follows the provided guidelines and will continue to adapt as and when required. As you are aware, rules change 
with frequency and as we continue to evolve, we are grateful for your support and understanding as changes are 
made. Overwhelmingly, we are just happy to be back!
 
IIn light of restricted capacity and trading hours, we recommend booking to avoid disappointment, but are always 
happy to accommodate walk ins where availability permits. Our menus are slightly smaller, but no less delicious and 
we continue in our commitment to allergen-friendly dining, endeavouring to offer options that provide dietary 
flexibility where required.

We want our guests to feel as relaxed as possible when at Mommi. Feedback gratefully received and requests 
reflective of your own personal risk appetite absolutely accommodated where possible. 

See you in there.
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